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during the nine days of the Nowrattra, and a member of the
family, who abstains from eating gram while so employed,
watches continually to replenish the lamp, and to worship the
sacred emblems The family priest reads, during the nine days,
' the Book of Doorga,' which contains a description of the
achievements of that goddess, and of the prescribed modes of
her worship On the eighth day fire sacrifice is performed in
each private house, and in the temples of the goddess At the
shrine of the Arasooree mother or at the temple of the Choon-
wal Devee, Koolees and others at this and similar times offer
animals in vicarious sacrifice to the goddess for then sick
friends and children On the ninth day the mound of earth,
in which the wheat and barley has by this tune sprouted, is
raised from its position, and carried out to the side of a river
or reservoir of water, to which pure element it is consigned,
that it may not be subsequently defiled The vessel which
contained the lamp is placed at the same time in front of
a Devee's image
The Rajpoot chiefs and others, who claim the possession of
Kshutreeya blood, offei sacrifices of animals at the Nowrattra
in their private temples for the welfare of themselves and their
followers during the year With them the cannon is the most
appropriate emblem of Doorga Devee, and they mark her
trident therefore upon it, and raising before it the representa-
tion of her shrine, surround it with lamps
The day immediately succeeding the ninth day of the Now-
rattra is the * Dusseia,' 01 ' tenth day,' a festival which com-
memorates the entrance of the sons of Pandoo into Wyerat
Nugger, as well as the destiuction by Ram of the giant-king
of Ceylon,—events celebrated in the two great epic-poems of
the Hindoos As Uijoon and his brothers worshipped the
Shumee tree,1 and hung up their arms upon it, so the Hindoos
go forth to worship that tree on the festival of the Dussera
They address the tree under the name of Upurajeeta, the
' invincible goddess,' sprinkle it with five ambrosial liquids,8
wash it with water, and hang garments upon it They light
1 ' Htmoaa Swna'
8 PuncMmrit, a mixture of milk, curds, sugar, clarified butter, and
honey

